
STEAM BENT DRUM CUSTOM ORDER FORM 

Thank you for the desire and calling to bring one of the Wakan Drums Steam Bent Drums into your path.  
After you receive your drum, hold a welcome ceremony with your drum in a sacred space you bring 
forth.  Think of what your intent is and bring the drum’s name into the space at the perfect time.  Enjoy. 

Drum diameters are listed in the selection table below.  The drums are normally 2.75 to 3 inches tall.  If 
you need a different height, I will have to create a specific bending jig for your drum and that will be an 
additional charge.  Deposit – A 50% deposit is required upon your approval of the proof sheet and the 
drum estimate that includes the cost of the drum hide of your choice.   

IMAGE FILE FORMATS: To order your custom frame with the icons that hold special meaning for you, I 
will need to have the image files in any of the following formats:  bmp, svg, jpg and/or png.  The image 
needs to be clear of any copyright constraints if it is one that you pulled from the web or other places.  
Most of the time you can find license free images.  I will look over the images and reduce them down to 
a maximum of 2 inch in height and 3 inches in width.   

INSIDE IMAGES:  The image zone on the inside surface is up to 30 inches wide and 1.9 inches tall so 
consider this when selecting your images as complex detailed images when reduced in size will not look 
all that good.  All images are laser engraved and will be black.   

OUTSIDE IMAGES: The outside of the drum normally has the 4 compass direction icons.  If you do not 
want images on the outside of the drum, as you will need to scallop the hide over these images when 
you place the hide, let me know that no outside images are required.   

PROOF COPY: I will send you a proof copy image of what will be engraved prior to this step.  You will 
need to approve this and send it back to me.  Please fill out the following specifications and return to me 
with your deposit.  Your drum awaits. 

Please circle your choices. 

Drum frame diameter (inches /$cost per frame)  - 12/$40   -   14/$45  -  16/$48  -  18/$50  -  20/$55 

Drum frame wood (this is dependent on if I can find the quality and species of woods as I have to make 
sure the grains are correct) –    

• Red Oak,   White Oak,    Ash,   Cherry,   Hickory,   Walnut, Black Locust, Pine. 

Drum Icons to include - circle the icons you would like on your drum.  I will arrange them within the 
available engraving zone and send you a proof.   

• Inca Symbols – Apu Mountain Spirits,  Pachamama,  Hummingbird,  Jaguar, The chakana (or Inca 
Cross),  

• Your images – please list the names of the images you are sending and if they are on the outside 
or inside of the drum frame. 

• Compass points on the outside of the drum -    Yes   No 

 

 



Contact information and agreement to purchase this drum frame without a finished hide.  If you would 
like me to create a finished drum for you, please let me know what hide you are thinking of and I will 
send you a quote for that drum.  Hide prices are higher and higher these days. 

 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Email: 

Special Instructions or requests: 

 

 

 

 

Date desired for delivery: 

 

Signature to authorize an estimate: 

 

Thank you and blessings!  Chuck Wilson,  Wakan Drums LLC 


